A framework for string-stability analysis is formulated in this paper. First, uniform string will be analyzed. We will then present analysis results on strings of mixed vehicles. A String-Stability Margin (SSM) index is defined in this paper to give a quantitative measurement of any ACC design. Simulation results using MATLAB and a microscopic traffic simulator will also be given to demonstrate the effectiveness of ACC systems on traffic smoothness. 3/30 
INTRODUCTION
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) system has been proposed as an enhancement over existing cruise controllers on ground vehicles. ACC systems control the vehicle speed to follow a driver's set speed closely when no lead vehicle is insight. When a slower leading vehicle is present, the ACC controlled vehicle will follow the lead vehicle at a safe distance. ACC research first began in the 1960's [1] , and has received ever-growing attention in the last decade. Their commercial implementation is not possible until recently with significant progresses in sensors, actuators, and other enabling technologies.
Over the last 10 years, many different approaches have been proposed for the design of ACC algorithms. In the earlier works, the focus has been on the performance of the host vehicle. The performance was usually evaluated based on 2-car platoons. The effect of ACC on a string of vehicles has not received much attention. Recently, a 2-step synthesis method was proposed which can be used to design ACC algorithm with guaranteed stability [2] . At the upper level, desired vehicle acceleration is computed based on vehicle range and range rate measurement.
At the lower (servo) level, an adaptive control algorithm is designed to ensure the vehicle follows the acceleration command accurately. It is shown that it is possible to include servo-level dynamics in the overall design and string stability can be guaranteed if certain inequality constraints are satisfied.
The so-called "string stability" problem has been studied as early as 1977 [4] .
The string-stability ensures that range errors decrease as they propagate along he vehicle stream. It is widely known that when the transfer function from the range error of a vehicle to that of its following vehicle has a magnitude less than 1, string 4/30 stability is guaranteed [5] . To achieve string stability with constant inter-vehicle spacing, vehicle-to-vehicle communication was shown to be necessary [6] . Yanakiev and Kanellakopoulos [7] used a simple spring-mass-damper system to demonstrate the idea of string stability and show the string-stability criterion for constant timeheadway and variable time-headway policies. Swaroop and Hedrick [8] proved, among many other interesting things that if the coupling between two vehicles is weak enough, the controlled system is string stable.
Despite the strides made in the research field, many of the prototype ACC vehicles were still designed without considering string stability. This is mainly due to the fact that human drivers and passengers are used to the level of smoothness produced by human drivers. The early implementation of ACC hardware is usually marked by slow response of actuation and rough distance and speed measurement. In order to produce smooth acceleration/deceleration response, the ACC controllers are usually heavily filtered. Slower response from individual vehicles then results in unstable string response.
In this paper, we plan to demonstrate a detailed stability analysis of a string of vehicles. First, uniform string will be analyzed. Necessary and sufficient conditions for string stability will be presented. We will then present analysis results on strings of mixed vehicles. It will be shown that if we mix ACC vehicles that are designed to be string stable by themselves, the mixed ACC strings will also be string stable. The stability degradation will be shown in the context of the "string stability margin" (SSM) which is an index defined to measure the string stability of a vehicle.
A simulation tool (UMACC) is developed in the University of Michigan to assist the analysis of ACC system. This simulator is divided into four parts: driver model, vehicle/sensor model, ACC model, and the interaction model (see Fig. 1 ). The 5/30 driver model consists of a lane change model (for all vehicles) and a car-following model (only for manually controlled vehicles). The parameters of the driver model are obtained from the FOCAS field test data [9] . Details of this model can be found in [3] .
A simulation study using ACC Simulator has shown that the vehicle string size increases dramatically with the traffic density (See Fig. 2,3 ). Because manual vehicles are usually not string stable, the large platoon size in high traffic density will magnify the so-called "slinky effect" and caused traffic jammed. A string stable ACC design is able to reduce this slinky effect and thus improve highway traffic. In this paper, the performance of ACC vehicles will be evaluated by mixing ACC vehicles and manually controlled vehicles using the ACC Simulator. Simulation results using the UMACC Simulator will be presented to highlight the effect of ACC vehicles on the traffic volume and smoothness.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the formulation of vehicle-string analysis is presented in Section 2. In Section 3, both uniformed and mixed vehicle strings will be analyzed. The definition of SSM and the SSM calculation of an optimal ACC design will be given in Section 4. Representative simulation results are given in Section 5.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Considering a group of vehicles form a string in dense traffic where no passing occur (Fig. 4) and assuming the operation of each vehicle looks only one vehicle ahead, each vehicle in this string can be modeled as following: 
where v i is the velocity of the ith vehicle and G i represents the car-following algorithm of the ith vehicle (for both ACC vehicles or manual vehicles). For each vehicle, the following errors are defined:
where D i denotes the desired range for the ith vehicle.
In this paper we have assumed constant time-headway policy is adopted for all vehicles, that is, the desired ranges are proportional to vehicle speeds. Let
(h i is the constant time-headway for the ith vehicle), then the range errors can be rewritten as:
To investigate the string stability of such a system, a propagation transfer function k i G , is defined as the transfer function from range error of ith vehicle to the range error of the i+kth vehicle.
Substituting (1) and (2) into (3), we have
Clearly, the propagation transfer function k i G , depends on the following algorithms of all the vehicles between the ith vehicle and the i+kth vehicle. In the derivation we have not specified G i . Therefore, this general formulation can be used to study the string stability of uniform vehicle strings as well as mixed vehicle strings in the following section.
String Stability of Vehicle Strings

Uniform Vehicle Strings
Consider a uniform vehicle string, that is, all vehicles in the string are identical, i.e. G i = G and h i = h ∀ i. It is clear that the range error output must be smaller than or equal to the range error input to avoid range errors propagate indefinitely along the string. For this uniform vehicle string, a string-stability definition is widely used [7] and is described as following:
Definition 1 (String Stability of A Uniform String):
A uniform vehicle string is string stable if
In a uniform vehicle string, the propagation transfer function 1 , i G from the range error (ε i ) of one vehicle to the range error (ε ι+1 ) of its follower can be written as:
To achieve string stability, the inequality It is obviously that no conclusion about the string stability of this mixed string can be drawn in this numerical example. In the following, we will propose a stringstability definition for mixed vehicle strings.
Consider a mixed vehicle string (S 1 ) of k vehicles. If this string is repeated to form an infinite string as in Fig. 6 , then the propagation transfer function from the first vehicle's rang error (ε nk+1 ) of one sub-string (S n ) to that (ε (n+1)k+1 ) of the following sub-string (ε n+1 ) is as follows:
Because and ,
becomes Fig 6 10/30 (6) It is clear that to avoid any range error being amplified unboundedly along this imaginary infinite vehicle string, the magnitude of must be less than or equal to 1. Therefore, the string-stability definition of a mixed vehicle string is stated as follows:
Definition 2 (String Stability of Mixed Vehicle Strings):
A mixed vehicle string of k vehicles is string stable if . That is, where G i , i = 1 .. k, represents the car-following algorithms of the ith vehicle.
Remark 1:
If a vehicle string is string stable and all vehicles in this string are identical, then each vehicle must be string stable. It is obvious that Definition 1 is just a special case of Definition 2.
Remark 2:
According to Definition 2, the string stability of a mixed vehicle string is not affected by the position of individual vehicle in this string.
Theorem 1:
A mixed vehicle string is string stable if all vehicles in this string is string stable.
Proof: 11/30 If all the vehicles are string stable, i.e. , i = 1..k, we have .
From definition 2, this mixed vehicle string is string stable.
String Stability Margin (SSM)
String stability has become an important design issue in the vehicle longitudinal control. Researches have been done on the proof and analysis of string stability. However, no quantitative measurement of string stability has been provided.
As a result, there is no way we can determine if one ACC design is "marginally" string stable? Or if one ACC design is more string stable than the other? In this section, we will define a string-stability margin (SSM) and determine the string The n max is the SSM for this ACC controlled vehicle.
Remark 1:
If n max is equal to zero, then this ACC design is marginally string stable. The larger n max is, the more string-stable the ACC design is.
In order to measure SSM, the Pipes human driver model [12] is used as a standard manual vehicle model.
where M is vehicle mass, λ is the sensitivity of the control mechanism, and ∆ is the time delay of human driver. From Chandler's paper [10] , the average value of λ/Μ is equal to 0.368 and the average value of ∆ is equal to 1.55. The input-output behavior of this human car-following model can be approximated by the following linear transfer function
In the following, we will examine the SSM for an optimal ACC algorithm design [2] , which considers not only the behavior of the controlled vehicle itself, but also all its following vehicles.
Consider an infinite vehicle strings. Assume all the vehicles in this string are identical and are under the same control strategy. Each vehicle can be represented by the following dynamics equation:
13/30 where , , , z k is the position of the kth vehicle and v k is the velocity of the kth vehicle. When a constant time-headway policy is used, the two major error terms are (range error) and (range rate error). Defining these two variables as outputs for each vehicle, we have
If we use simple proportional control, the control law becomes
An optimal control framework can then be formulated to minimize the range errors and range rate errors for all the vehicles in the string. A performance index can thus be defined:
where q 1 , q 2 , and r are the design penalties on the range error, range-rate error, and control effort respectively.
A bilateral z transformation technique [11] is applied to solve this optimization problem. The dynamics equations are transformed to the following equations:
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The performance index in Eq. (10) can also be rewritten as (14) where (15)
The objective of this optimization problem is to find an optimal gain K * that minimizes the performance index . K * can be solved by the following equation using an iteration method.
where the matrices and are solved from the following algebraic equations:
More detailed derivation can be found in [2] . An advantage of this optimal ACC design is that if there exists an optimal control gain K * , the gain is guaranteed to make the controlled ACC vehicle string stable. 
SIMULATION
In this section, the optimal ACC design described in (Fig. 9,10 ). As a result, the last vehicle (v20) shows a smaller velocity change (compare with v16).
UMACC Study
In the UMACC simulation study, the movement of vehicles on a 20 km twolane test track are simulated for one hour. The results for different traffic densities and different ACC penetration rates are shown in Table 2 . For each selection of traffic density and penetration rate, the average velocity, RMS value of acceleration, and RMS value of range rate of all vehicles are calculated. It can be seen that at low traffic density (7.5 veh/ln/km), the effect of ACC vehicles on traffic is not obvious.
As traffic density increases, the effect of ACC vehicles becomes more and more profound. At high traffic density (20 veh/ln/km), for 40% ACC penetration rate, the average velocity increases by 16%, the RMS of acceleration decreases by 27%, and the RMS of range rate decreases by 37 %. The benefit of such an ACC system is obvious. Higher average velocity means higher traffic throughput, lower RMS value of acceleration means lower fuel consumption and lower air pollution, and lower RMS value of range rate not only means smoother but also safer highway traffic. 
